Effects of inhibition of nitric oxide synthase on basal anterior segment ocular blood flows and on potential autoregulatory mechanisms.
Experiments were undertaken to determine the role played by nitric oxide (NO) in basal ocular blood flow in the anterior aspect of the eye. Subsequent studies focused on existence of autoregulatory mechanisms and on the potential involvement of NO. Cats were anesthetized with pentobarbital (36 mg/kg, i.p.). A femoral artery and vein were cannulated for measuring blood pressure and for drug administration, respectively. Anterior segment blood flow was measured in a continuous fashion from the long posterior ciliary artery (LPCA) using ultrasonic flowmetry and from the anterior choroid using laser-Doppler flowmetry. A needle was placed into the anterior chamber, and autoregulatory mechanisms were studied by decreasing ocular perfusion pressure via stepwise elevations of IOP. Non-selective inhibition of NO synthase with L-NAME (20 mg/kg, i.v.) significantly decreased basal blood flow from both sites. L-NAME (5 mg/kg, i.v.) was without effect as was D-NAME (25 mg/kg, i.v.). Increasing IOP produced a linear decrease on LPCA blood flow indicating absence of autoregulation. In contrast, stepwise elevation of IOP produced a delayed, non-linear response in the anterior choroid suggestive of a strong autoregulatory response. Neither response to elevated ocular perfusion pressure was further altered by inhibition of NO synthase with L-NAME (20 mg/kg, i.v.). The results confirm previous reports that nitric oxide plays a pivotal role in maintenance of basal ocular blood flow. Autoregulation was not seen in the LPCA. In contrast, there was a clear autoregulatory response in the anterior choroid, although neither response was altered by inhibition of NO synthase.